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BRIEF SUMMARY
George is an experienced Building Surveyor, with his main professionalism lying within the
residential and public sectors. George has experience across a range of surveying services, from
AutoCAD surveys to housing disrepair inspections.
George is a commercially aware individual and holds knowledge of defects, building disputes
and loss and expense.

SPECIALISATIONS
 Building Surveying
 Project Management
 Housing Disrepair Inspections
 Technical/ engineering inspections

HIGHLIGHTS AND RECENT EXPERIENCE
 Acting as a planning consultant on a large number of properties. Carrying out initial
measured surveys of both internal layouts and external elevations, produce full AutoCAD
drawings of surveyed building and liaise with planning authorities to ensure all
information is included within the application.
 Acting as contract administrator on a variety of projects for different clients. Tasks
include carrying out feasibility reports, writing specifications and producing tender
documentation prior to managing works during the project’s construction phase.
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 Coordinating a large scale stock condition survey project for a London City Council.
Roles included survey template design, resource management and carrying out surveys.
 Carrying out condition surveys focusing on all internal and external elements of a variety
of different commercial and residential buildings.
 Carry out inspections of properties and produce report on defects within condition report
or expert reports aiding disrepair cases.

EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
 George is studying towards completion of his RICS accreditation.
 Batchelor of Science Degree with Honours in Building Surveying.

CAREER SUMMARY
January 2019 – Present

Somerset Consult – Building Surveyor

November 2015 – Present

Potter Raper Partnership – Consultant

September 2015 – November 2015 Watts Group PLC –
Surveys on Ministry of Defence properties.
September 2015

Cofely – Condition Surveys

2008-2015

D Busby Roofing

_____________________________________________________________________________
REFERENCES
These can be provided on request.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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